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Go wild and sweet in this fruity slot game with sugary hearts, diamonds, aces, and spades, that is sure to 
satisfy any hardcore sweet tooth out there.

Wild Wild Fruit is a 5x3-reel slot with 243 win-ways, Diamond Respins, and four jackpot levels! So get ready 
to jump into a world of exhilarating fun.

Triggering six or more Diamond symbols will trigger the DIAMOND RESPINS feature that takes off with three 
Respins that will award random prizes or a MINI, MINOR, or MAJOR JACKPOT. When all 15 positions on the 
reels are filled with winning symbols, the GRAND JACKPOT is awarded.

That’s not all. When you land three SCATTERS (the 7s symbol) on reels one, three, and five, you will trigger 
nine FREE SPINS and pay three times the total bet. The WILD (star symbol) substitutes for all symbols 
except Scatters and Diamond symbols.

Wild Wild Fruit also comprises a GAMBLE FEATURE by which winnings can be gambled up to five (5) times.
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Game features

DIAMOND RESPINS
The Diamond Respins feature is triggered when 6 or 
more Diamond symbols appear on the reels. The feature 
launches after all the win combinations are paid.

Normal reels are replaced by special reels that contain 
only Diamond symbols.

The Diamond Respins feature takes off with 3 Respins. 
All Diamond symbols that reveal prizes remain on the 
screen till all Respins are played.

Prizes show up as a random value from a predefined set, 
or can display Mini, Minor, or Major Jackpots.

Every time a Diamond symbol reveals a prize, the 
number of Respins is reset to 3. Every time an additional 
Diamond symbol lands on the reels, all prizes shown on 
Diamond symbols are collected.

The Grand Jackpot is awarded when all 15 positions on 
the reels are filled with winning symbols.

The Diamond Respins feature ends when either no 
Respins remain, or the Grand Jackpot is won. 
The Diamond Respins feature is also available during 
Free Spins.

FREE SPINS
Landing 3 Scatters on reels 1, 3, and 5, triggers 9 Free 
Spins. During Free Spins, the reel set is void of low-
paying symbols.

When 3 Scatter symbols hit the reels, 3 additional 
Free Spins are awarded. There is no limit to the number 
of Retriggers.

WILDS
Wilds substitute for all symbols except Scatters and 
Diamond symbols.

SCATTERS
Scatters appear on reels 2, 3, and 5 only. Three Scatters in 
the base game trigger 9 Free Spins.

Three Scatters pay 3x the total bet.
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INFORMATION
Game ID (Stage and Production)
Game Resolution
Hit Frequency (243 win-ways)
Channels 
Std. deviation
Volatility

WIN
Average win
Maximum win/bet base 
Maximum win/bet

RTP
Total RTP

349
16:9
39.71%
Mobile and desktop
10.84
Very high

2.42
243x bet
3,495.80x bet

96.11%
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GAMBLE FEATURE 
Press the Gamble button to gamble any win. Then select 
the red or black card. The win is doubled on the selection 
of the correct card. Winnings can be gambled up to 5 
times.

The Gamble Feature can be enabled or disabled in 
the Settings menu. If the Gamble Feature is enabled, 
press the spin button to collect a win and spin again. 
Alternatively, press the ‘Collect’ button to only collect 
a win. The Gamble Feature may be disabled in some 
jurisdictions.


